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P/E: 41.9x (3/18 CE)
Div. Yield: 0.4% (3/18 CE)

Highlight – Strong competitive position accelerates
growth and profit margin METRICAL upgraded to OUTPERFORM after reviewing the 2Q
financial report and the analyst meeting. The share price is expected
to move higher in favor of its solid competitive positioning and
growth prospect. TP has been revised upward to JPY6,972 from
JPY5,238 of the previous report on May 20th 2017. OP margin rose to
10.3% for 2Q FY3/2018, which is much higher than that of peers but
is expected to rise to 15% for the mid-term. Its advanced IT based
management in store operation and logistics leads the company’s
advantages in product development and cost structure. Its higher
profit margin than competitors should expand the gap of store
expansion going forward. The higher the market share rises, the
higher the OP margin would increase further. The divergence of the
expansion of earnings and sale between Seria and peers is very likely
to increase the gap of the share prices. Investment risks includes the
change in customer behavior that customers are more likely to buy
higher priced goods than JPY100 goods, but they maintain supporting
JPY100 goods on slower consumer expenditures and its exclusive
items developed by profound analysis of customer need. Its rich free
cash flow and strong balance sheet will push cash dividend rise higher
than its projection of JPY25 a share for FY3/2018.

Business Description
Seria was founded 1987 in Ogaki, Gifu and has grown to the 2nd
largest JPY100 shop in Japan. Its nationwide outlets total 1,417 as of
October 2017 and are projected to add 150 new stores (close 60) for
this fiscal year, strengthening stores in areas and relocating direct run
stores to more competitive location for the year. Seria focuses on only
JPY100 shop business, expanding its ‘Seria’ brand shops across the
country. The sale grew +10% a year from JPY93,634 million for
FY03/2012 to JPY145,328 million for FY03/2017 and is expected to
keep solid growth backed by more than 100 new store opening a year.
Operating profit also accelerated yearly +19% from JPY7,722 million
to JPY15,171 million for the same period. Operating profit margin
improved from 8.2% to 10.4% due to its innovative cost management
(see chart ‘Sales and OPM’ on left).
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Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Sales of 4 largest JPY100 shop operators rose 26.4% (5% per annum)
from 5 years from JPY558 billion for FY2011 to JPY680 billion for
FY2016. Other category, Department Store and Super Market grew
much slower, as shown bar chart ‘Sales Growth by Category (all store)’
on left. Meanwhile, Convenience Store have grown favorably
increasing its functions to meet various consumers demand, but
JPY100 shop grew more rapid pace for the previous year, amid
increasing budget mind of consumers led by soggy real income
growth. As a result, JPY100 shop showed pretty good sales growth in
YoY basis for past 5 years in line with anemic consumer spending in
Japan.
Examining this category, different picture is seen. A giant Daiso
(private owned) accounts for 62% of the sales of 4 companies for
FY2016 and the other 3 companies share the rest of market. Also, the
chart ‘Sale of JPY100 Operators’ shows that the sales growth of Seria
is outstandingly highest of 55% for the past 5 years, while that of
rivals slowed to grow at 23% of Daiso, 8% of Can Do (2698, JP) and
17% of Watts (2735, JP).
In terms of the number of stores by 4 largest operators, Daiso comes
first and 3 companies of Seria, Watts and Can Do follow the giant.
However, Daiso decelerated its expansion from 3/2014 and Can Do
and Watts increased at mild pace, whereas Seria accelerated its
expanding store. The JPY100 shop market is dominated by the 4
largest operators such as Daiso (private owned), Seria (2783, JP), Can
Do (2698, JP) and Watts (2735, JP). As of September 2017, the giant
Daiso runs 3,049 stores of the total 6,580 stores operated by the
largest 4 operators, and Seria runs 1,459, Can Do and Watts operate
966 and 1,006 respectively. The number of outlets of Daiso is still the
largest but the rivals catches up Daiso year by year. For the period
from April to September, Seria, Watts and Can Do net-increased 35,
45 and 19 outlets, while Daiso did 35 stores for the same period. (see
chart ‘Number of 4 Large operators’ stores’ on left).
Competitive Positioning
3 key factors of improving COGS
Seria believes the change in COGS is explained by 3 factors of (a)
composition ratio of direct run store sale/total sale, (b) composition
ratio of sundry to total sale and (c) change in effective currency rate.
Composition ratio of direct run sale/total sale
As shown chart ‘Total # of Stores’ and ‘Open/Close Stores’ on left,
Seria has accelerated opening new stores from 62 for FY3/2012 to
124 for FY03/2016 and 140 for FY3/2017 and project to open 150 for
FY3/2018. Simultaneously, Seria has replaced to direct run stores
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(DR) from franchise stores (FC), as the total number of FC stores
decreased from 97 for FY3/2012 to 53 as of October 2017 and new FC
stores has not opened since August 2014. As a result, the composition
ratio of direct run sale to total sale increased from 96.9% for 2Q
FY3/2016 to 97.1% for FY3/2016, 97.3% for 2Q FY3/2017 and 2Q
FY3/2018. Seria plans to increase 90 direct run stores and decrease 5
FC stores on net basis for the full year. The direct run sale to total sale
will continue rising going forward, too.
Composition ratio of sundry to total sale
The sundry sale to total sale has risen from 95.4% for 2Q FY3/2013 to
97.7% for 2Q FY3/2018, as shown chart ‘Sundries Sale/Total Sale’ on
left. The higher the composition ratio of sundry sale is, the lower the
COGS should be, as sundry is higher gross profit margin than snacks
and other goods. The company aims at increasing the sale of sundry
led by its following measures based on deep analysis of customer
need.
Seria has led the store interior, making difference from traditional
JPY100 shops and its fancy store interior, ‘Color the days’ named by
Seria, which helps to gather many young teenagers and deliver more
values than commodity goods at lower price sold by other retailers.
Today, competitors’ shops follow to imitate its store design. Young
customers favor such store interior, but product line should be more
important. Japan’s consumer spending is changing to ‘Need’ based
from ‘What’ based. Particularly younger customers are more likely to
buy fancy items on special event and Seria experiences extremely
higher sale in event months of Christmas, Halloween and St.
Valentine’s Day. Seria has not predicted the change in consumer trend,
but pursuits offering what customers need helped by accurate
analysis. This results in its fancy store design and unique items
supported by young customers in special months. The company’s
advanced POS analysis really helps the product development and
provides hot-seller items in stores. In addition to this, the following
strategy would strengthen its analysis more accurately.
Seria is expanding the sale of exclusive items in its stores and this
would reinforce sundry sale and the competitiveness further. As
shown the chart ‘Exclusive Products and PB’ on left, the number of
exclusive products and the sale of the products to total sale is growing,
while the number of items exceeds 20,000 and the private brand sale
of total sale is decreasing. The exclusive products are developed by
real-time POS analysis of customer need and the sale of the products
strengthens its competitiveness and makes the analysis more
accurate than other items, as the items that are selling only at Seria
should show customer need more clearly. A customer who buys the
exclusive items would visit Seria for such type of items and make a
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customer Seria or such item’s fan. Conversely, competitors have no
data of exclusive items of Seria when, what time, how many and who
buys such items etc. Nowadays, it is common rival JPY100 stores
operate closely each other in the same shopping area. Each company
must differentiate and deliver its own value to customers. Therefore,
exclusive items are becoming a powerful tool of strengthening its
competitiveness, as they improve accurate data of customer demand
and differentiation from competitors. Exclusive items enhance its
product development based on more accurate data than competitors.
Change in effective currency rate
Currency had affected COGS of JPY100 shop operators historically, but
the impact has been decreasing. Seria estimates the currency rate to
increase COGS/Sale 0.02 ppt. as the effective FX rate decreases 1 pt.
and expects the change of currency to become largest impact on the
COGS 18 month later, while the company has tried to minimize the
impact by JPY dominated procurement but the inventory would still
influence when the impact comes out. Currency rates would no longer
be a significant factor on COGS and its cost structure has been less
vulnerable to the change in currency market. Thus, COGS/Sale has
been decreasing year by year and declined to 57.0% for 2Q FY3/2018
(see chart ‘COGS/Sale’ on left), and the company expects COGS/Sale to
maintain at flat or slightly lower for 2H due to the projection of the 3
factors.
2 key drivers of reducing SGA expenses
Seria also manages personnel cost and distribution cost for reducing
SGA expenses.
Personnel cost management
The company closely watches how staff is allocation in stores
efficiently. One of indicators which the company uses is the number of
stores in excess or shortage of staffing of the total number of stores.
More than 10% of stores held excess staff before March 2014, while
more than 10% of stores suffered shortage of staff. The ratio
improved gradually year by year, as the % of both in excess and
shortage of stores decreased from more than 10% to 5% in excess
and 6% in shortage in September 2016 due to its efficient staff
management. But the ratio slightly rose to 8% in excess and 7% in
shortage in September 2017. As the staff shortage stores increased
from 6% in 7% due to tight labor market, the company gives priority
to its store operation at this moment and this results in a rise of
excess of staffing temporarily.
Distribution cost management
Seria has first introduced IT based systems in the JPY100 shop
industry, such as real-time POS and automated ordering system etc.
These in-store operation system helps store staff to reduce workload
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and contributes to strong analysis of customer needs that leads to
development of hot-seller items. Meanwhile, the company has also
developed its automated ordering system for logistics. Logistics cost
is one of key issues for the retailer, as the company provides more
than 20,000 items. Logistics should connect to inventory management,
as real-time POS and automated ordering system in-store improve
inventory turnover. This results in efficient use of warehouse, aiming
at optimal loading per fleet, container. Efficient distribution
management would reduce warehouse cost (same volume of shipping
items in smaller warehouse) and transportation cost (well-loading
and well-hiring fleet). The innovative automated ordering system has
been developed by the company and its algorithm has been tuned up
in November. The ordering system was previously input average
numbers as proxy for a newly opened store, but currently is input
more accurate numbers based on the experience. The newly tuned up
system will reduce its distribution cost further due to accurate
analysis. Meantime, Seria looks beyond the coming competition with
e-Commerce operators and believes that well-product line and well
distribution management would be key of winning the competition
for a real-store retailer. Therefore, the company strengthens productline-up and enhances distribution management keeping more than
20,000 items based on customer need.
Porter’s 5 Forces
Buyers (Low risk): Many of Seria is highly supported by customers
particularly young ladies due to its pleasant store design and unique
products based on strong analysis on customer need. Its higher-thanindustry average of store sale shows its competitive position clearly.
Therefore, risk of buyers is minimal at this moment.
Suppliers (Low risk): 20% of the goods are supplied by overseas such
as China., whereas 80% of goods are supplied from domestic
suppliers. Due to reduction of currency risk, Seria has diversified
suppliers in domestic and overseas, and its algorithm based ordering
system helps logistics to manage in a container or a fleet basis. Also,
Seria collaborates with manufacturers in product development based
on its POS that helps to find customer need. The risk would be
marginal.
Competition (Middle risk): Due to relatively positive outlook for
JPY100 shops market, competitors expanded stores aggressively for
1H FY3/2018. Landlord are more likely to want to lease JPY100
operators in their site than other retailers, and the competitors
operate JPY100 stores in the same shopping area closely in many
cases. The competition in the industry will continues hard. But its
stronger product development and distribution management has led
divergence in existing store sale and profitability against the rivals.
This risk would be staying at middle.
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New Entry (Low-Middle risk): Due to soggy consumption spending in
Japan, competition in overall retail sector is intense. Deflation
economy and slower recovery of consumer confidence would be
tailwind for JPY100 shop operators. The market looks attractive for a
new entrant, but the market is also dominated by 4 largest operators
and the unique price tag of JPY100 an item need specialized cost
management, too. Seria’s technology-aided advanced system is far
ahead of competitors and new entrant. Consequently, the risk would
be low-middle.
Substitution (Low risk): Many retailers are selling low-price goods at
discount store, DIY store, drug store and super market. However,
JPY100 is an ultimate sale price of goods, and cost management issue
would be a crucial for the business. Seria has much advantage in cost
management and sells unique items that are more than commodity
goods, as mentioned above. A risk would be the case that customers
are preferable to an item at more than JPY100. Daiso that is a giant of
JPY100 shop operator but offers JPY200 or JPY300 items, too. If
customers consider such higher priced items as higher value than
ordinary JPY100 items, this would be a risk for JPY100 items sellers.
As far as Daiso continue selling such higher priced items, the
differentiation strategy might have some positive effect on the
company, but Considering that the number of the higher priced items
is not expand and the number of stores of Daiso is not increasing, the
risk seems to be less impact on other competitors.

Business Outlook
Monthly store sale
The company projects existing store sale to inch up 0.3% YoY for 2H
FY3/2018, but actual sale grew 2.7% from April to October and is
likely to move higher for 2H FY3/2018. METRICAL expects existing
store sale to maintain solid growth +3.0% YoY from FY3/2018 to
FY3/2020 (see Appendix).
Store development
Due to solid growth of existing store sale, only Seria keeps
accelerating the number of stores. Super market operators have
suffered sluggish sale for many years and an increasing number of
super markets invite JPY100 shops their space for increasing
customers into the stores. Seria plans to increase its stores in weaker
region such as North Kanto, collaborating local super market chains,
and this is aligned with supermarkets. METRICAL expects direct run
stores to increase from 90 for FY3/2018 to 110 for FY3/2019, 120 for
FY3/2020 and 130 for FY3/2021 on net basis.
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OP margin at stores
Seria aims at raising the operating profit margin to 15%. The mean
average of OP margin at stores accelerated to 10.3% for 2Q FT3/2018
from 7.5% for 2Q FY3/2011 and 8.5% for 2Q FY3/2014. Examining
the distribution of the store OP margin, the highest distribution or
median increased from 14% for 2Q FY3/2014 and 2Q FY3/2014 to
16% for 2Q FY3/2018. The approximately 10% stores earn the OP
margin at median in each period and diversify from lower and higher
values. As the median value shifts higher to 16% 2Q FY3/2018 from
14% for 2Q FY3/2014, lower-tail also shifts higher. The company
plans to increase 15 closing stores to 60 from 45 of its previous
projection for FY3/2018. This should decrease lower-tail and improve
mean average of OP margin further. According to the company, the
store profit margin tends to increase in the regain that Seria has high
market share such as Tokai region of Seria’s hometown. Therefore,
the company projects to expand stores in the region that Seria is
behind of rivals in the number of stores. Assuming the profit margin
improves at the same pace, it would take to reach 15% for 5-6 years,
but the target would be achieved much earlier due to relocation and
expansion of stores.
Company Outlook for Full Year FY3/2018
The company revised its full year projection. Sale will be up 9.4% YoY
to JPY159,000 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 12.1%
YoY to JPY17,000 million, 11.7% YoY to JPY17,000 million and 11.1%
YoY to JPY11,700 million respectively.
METRICAL forecast for FY3/2018
Based on positive outlook of monthly sale, earnings for the full year
will move higher than company forecast. Sales are expected to rise
10.5% YoY to JPY160,594 million and OP, EBT and NP are expected to
gain 17.6% YoY to JPY17,839 million, 15.1% YoY to JPY17,744 million
and 16.6% YoY to JPY12,122 million respectively (see Appendix).
Mid-Term Outlook
Existing store sale is likely to maintain solid growth in the mid-term
at +3.0% YoY for FY3/2018 (E), +2.9% YoY for FY3/2019 (E), +3.0%
YoY for FY3/2020 (E) and +2.9% YoY for FY3/2021 (E). Assuming
direct run stores increases to 110 for FY3/2019, 120 for FY3/2020
and 130 for FY3/2021, the sale is expected to grow 9.7% for
FY3/2019, 10.8% for FY3/2020 and 10.9% for FY3/2021. Meanwhile,
the company plans to double its market share. Currently Seria owns
21.3% market share of 4 largest companies, whereas Daiso owns
61.7%, Can Do and Watts owns 10.0% and 7.0% respectively as of
FY2016. Simultaneously, Seria projects its OP margin to raise to 15%,
as the company estimates the margin is likely to rise as much as 15%
in case all 4 competitors continue competing. If one of them dropped
from the industry and the market share of Seria increased like its
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hometown, Tokai region, the mean-average OP margin would move
much higher. Approximately 10% of stores earn more than 20% of OP
margin for 2Q FY3/2018 and these stores seem to operate in
monopolistic market. The chart ‘Store Increase and OP margin’ shows
the divergence of OP margin between Seria and Can Do and Watts.
Seria increases its outlets, improving the profit margin, while Can Do
slows store expansion due to slower improvement in profitability.
Watts increases outlets but suffering low profitability and will soft the
store expansion if the low profitability continues. METRICAL does not
expect any dropout soon, but the divergence of profitability and
competitive positioning will grow for the mid-to-long term. Expected
financial statements of Seria is shown in Appendix.

Valuation
There would be room of rising share price on the following valuations.
DCF value is estimated to be JPY6,972 a share, using present value of
projected FCF for the period FY3/2018 (E) to FY3/2021 (E) and
terminal value by WACC of 4.1%. EV/EBITDA looks expensive
compared with that of peers, but this would be due to much higher
profitability and relatively solid sale growth. The future NAV in the
growth for the next 3 years as SOTP NAV for FY3/2021 (E) supports
the upside potential, considering its business value (16x of EBIT) plus
net cash and other non-business assets.
DCF
DCF valuation uses expected free cash flows from FY3/2018 to
FY3/2021 (E). The sales is expected on the scenario that existing
store sale grows +3% YoY, the number of stores increases +90 for
FY3/2018, +110 for FY3/2019 and +120 for FY3/2020 and +130 for
FY3/2021, and OP margin rises to 11.1% for FY3/2018, 11.9% for
FY3/2019, 12.7% for FY3/2020 and 13.4% for FY3/2021 (see
Appendix). The DCF value was estimated based on the PV of expected
FCFs for the next 4 years and the terminal value divided WACC of
4.1% (see tables on left). In estimating Cost of Equity, 4.1% (=1/24.5,
P/E for FY3/2021 (E)) is used as Beta of the share price is negative.
On this assumption, the valuation of DCF is estimated to be JPY6,972 a
share.
EV/EBITDA
In terms of EV/EBITDA, the share price does not look cheap at this
moment on closing price on November 24th 2017. EV/EBITDA of Seria
is much higher than that of peers on its higher profit margin and sales
growth, as shown table below. EV/EBITDA is expected to decline from
20.0x for FY03/2018 (E) to 14.0x for FY03/2020 (E) and 11.6x for
FY3/2021(E) (see Appendix).
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Sum-of-the Parts Value
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) value is business value of each business
segment that uses EBIT, EBITDA and FCF added to net cash and longterm investment securities and land. SOTP net asset value for
FY3/2018 (E) is estimated to be JPY5,266 a share and SOTP value
from FY3/2018 (E) to FY3/2021 (E) is estimated to be JPY7,209 a
share, as Retail business value is apprised by 16x of EBIT (see table
below). Currently the share price is traded between the both NAVs
and is likely to move higher on the future earnings for the next 3
years.

Financial Analysis
As shown the chart ‘ROE Breakdown’ on left, ROE of Seria is
extremely higher than that of 2 competitors such as Can Do and Watts.
This is due to much higher profit margin of the company than that of
peers. Asset Turnover and Financial Leverage of Seria are lower than
that of the others, as Seria strengthens product lines at stores,
increasing inventory for selling more items than others, and has is no
debt company in real term. Higher profit margin is due to tight cost
management that is proved by higher OP margin and lower SGA/Sale
as also shown on the table ’Comparable Analysis’ in EV/EBITDA
earlier. Additionally, 3 companies have relatively strong balance sheet,
but Seria is superior with no bank borrowing in real term. Its free
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cash flow is expected to accelerate in line with the expansion of prof
margin. Its tight cost management will maintain higher ROE of 20%
level going forward. The increase of cash on hand without bank
borrowing on the balance sheet should raise the room of cash
dividend, as the company prefer dividend to share buyback. (see cash
flow statement and key financial ratios on Appendix).

Investment Risks
Sharp inflation would be a risk as it hardly to sell JPY100 goods at the
shops in rising prices, but the operators would try to reduce the
impact, as they have reduced the impact by the change in currency
rates. JPY100 shops are highly supported by customers in the
deflation and sluggish consumer spending. Particularly, Seria have
delivered more value to customers than just low-priced goods. Seria
offers enjoyable shopping space to customers who want to buy an
item worth much more than its price tag on current customer need.
Customer need based management is the center of the business of the
company and this would reduce risks.
Reversal of budget-minded consumption (Less Likely, Low Risk)
This would be a major risk for JPY100 shop operators if consumers
were more likely to buy luxury or high-priced goods rather than
JPY100 price tag goods. The risk would be less likely for the mid-term.
In macroeconomic point of view, disposable income of consumers is
hardly expected to grow, as social security expense is increasing at
solid pace due to demographic structure in Japan. Also, teenager
students who do not have enough money to buy luxury goods from
their wallet will continue supporting Seria. Therefore, the risk that
consumers will not go shopping high-priced goods rather than JPY100
is less likely.
Inflation (Likely, Mid-High Risk)
Inflation risk is hardly anticipated in Japan where has been suffered
from deflation economy for more than a decade. In case of mild
inflation, JPY100 price tag looks more attractive in value of money. In
case of sharp inflation, price tag would be no longer put at JPY100 a
good, even though Seria tries to reduce cost of purchased from
manufacturer by re-designing of items. 3-coin shops (JPY300 shop)
are operated in this country and Seria and rivals might change price
tags to more than JPY100 in case. More importantly for consumers
than just number on a price tag, how they find items worth more than
price tag. Real-time data of customer needs by advanced IT system
would be more important in such situation.
Weaker JPY rates (likely, Low-Middle Risk)
There was no clear correlation between currency rate and gross profit
of JPY100 operators, as they have tried to reduce the impact by the
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change in currency rates. In general, however high appreciation of JPY
rates hurt gross profit margin but they try to manage cost of goods by
redesigning of goods and increasing procurement of domestic
products. Moreover, Seria focuses on shifting uniquely exclusive
goods from commodity goods and the sensitivity by the currency
minimizes to 0.02 ppt. on COGS as the effective currency rate decrease
by 1 pt. The risk would be lower than before.
JPY200 or JPY300 items (likely, Low-Middle Risk)
3-coin shops are also doing well, but as far as examining favorable
sale of Seria, customers are unlikely to move to 3-coin shops or Daiso
that offers JPY200 or JPY300 items as well as many of JPY100 goods.
The key would be a value how items offer value backed by customer
need. Seria’s positive existing store sale growth shows that customers
consider the items as value more than the price tag.

Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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